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Abstract
This paper studies a method for identifying word unigrams and word bigrams that are associated with one or more human values such as freedom or innovation. The key idea is
to deterministically associate values with word choices, thus permitting values reflected by
sentences to be assigned using dictionary lookup. This approach works nearly as well on
average as the most accurate existing methods, but the principal contribution of the new
method is that the basis for the system’s classification decisions are more easily interpreted
by social scientists. The new method is based on using a Monte Carlo algorithm with simulated annealing to efficiently explore the space for optimal assignments of human values
to unigrams and bigrams. Results are reported on an annotated test collection of prepared
statements from witnesses at public hearings on the topic of net neutrality. The results
include both accuracy comparisons with a previously reported approach and the use of
emergent human coding to explain the classification process in a way that social scientists
find to be useful as a way of characterizing the use of word pairs to express human values
in this context.
Keywords: Simulated Annealing, Natural Language Processing, Computational Social
Science, Human Values.

1 Introduction
This paper describes a method for extracting a human values dictionary containing word
unigrams and bigrams for detecting human values reflected within sentences in prepared
statements related to the net neutrality debate. Human values such as freedom or justice are
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useful to explain people’s opinions. The values are indicated by certain linguistic expressions, typically words and word sequences in texts which writers’ appeals to specific vales
are reflected.
Human values have proven to be a useful construct for explaining people’s choices. Social scientists have used human values to explain attitudes and behaviors [19]. For example,
someone who values innovation over wealth might advocate open-source over proprietary
software, while someone who values freedom over social order might resist efforts for gun
registration. In the net neutrality debate, support of net neutrality is positively correlated
with valuing innovation and negatively correlated with valuing wealth [4].
Sentiment analysis (sometimes called opinion mining) is a related research field in
which the task is typically focused on detecting the sentiment polarity (positive, negative,
neutral, ambivalent, · · · ) [16]. Although sentiment analysis alone can be useful in several
applications, social scientists have also sought to look more deeply for factors that might
help to explain sentiment. The analysis of human values provides one such opportunity [4],
[7], [8].
Lexical features such as words and word stems have been shown to be a useful basis for
detecting human values [12], [21]. We take a step in that direction by constructing a values
dictionary for use in automated detection of human values that are expressed or reflected by
the word choice in specific sentences. This values dictionary in turn can facilitate qualitative
analysis by social scientists of the association between values and word choice by providing
cue expressions in an easily used form (specifically, as a list of word or stem unigrams and
bigrams).
In this paper, we focus on a method for automatic construction of the values dictionary,
on an empirical demonstration that the resulting values dictionary can be used to achieve
classification results that are quite competitive with ones of the existing state of the art, and
on illustrating the usefulness of the resulting values dictionary through content analysis of
the word bigrams that are associated with each human value.

2 Related Work
Content analysis is one approach to analyzing the effects of human values [4], [7], [8], [24].
One approach to content analysis is for social scientists to personally examine naturally
occurring content and assign codes to that content that reflect their interpretations using
some coding scheme. Subsequent statistical analysis can then be done on the assigned
codes, rather than on some less rich and less well tailored model of the meaning of the
content. Hsieh and Shannon [11] refer to the combination of human interpretation and a
coding scheme as a “directed approach,” the scale of which may be limited by annotation
costs. Automation can in principal help with at least a part of this process. Early in the
annotation process, social scientists often tailor some pre-existing coding scheme to better
match the details of the phenomena to be coded that actually exist in the collection. Our
view of the role of automation is focused on what happens after that, once coding guidelines
have stabilized and a sufficient amount of annotated content is available. At that point, we
might reasonably hope to at least partially automate the remainder of the annotation process
by training a text classifier using that initially annotated content [20].
Using text classification is not a new idea. Most notably, in social psychology the
LIWC lexicon [23] (Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count) associates general terminology
with categories that seek to reflect the psychological “meaning” of words, and LIWC is
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thus a natural basis for building rule-based classifiers. What distinguishes the LIWC lexicon
from our proposed values dictionary is that we focus on human values and on automating
the construction of a collection-specific values dictionary.
Several efforts for automatic values classification have been tried. In early work, Ishita
et al. [12] found that a k-NN (k nearest neighbor) classifier using word unigrams as features could be trained to detect human values. Takayama et al. [21] subsequently compared
k-NN, naive Bayes, and SVM (Support Vector Machine) classifiers [13], using word stem
unigram features, finding the SVM to be the best choice. They also sought to further improve the SVM’s effectiveness by expanding the feature set using associated words identified based on statistical similarity (from unlabeled text) or from a hand-crafted thesaurus,
but further improvements proved elusive.
Our work in this paper is inspired in part by new so-called “topic modeling” approaches
that seek to model natural language text using probabilities [1], [10], [22]. One limitation of
this family of techniques, however, is that in an effort to optimize classification effectiveness
they use techniques that can make their operation rather opaque from the point of view
of social scientists. As a simple example, a naive Bayes classifier infers category labels
from the contribution of many words, each of which may have only a small probability of
being associated with that label. More sophisticated methods such as LDA (Latent Dirichlet
Allocation) [1], [10], in which the association between words and “topics” (in our case,
human values) is also modeled probabilistically, suffer from the same problem: nothing is
known until everything is known.
The content analysis process engaged in by social scientists is typically more reductionist, however, in that social scientists performing content analysis might wish to associate a
value with a short passage, or even with just a single word. Therefore, rather than seeking
only to optimize classification accuracy, we additionally want to build explainable
classifiers in which we associate words (or word bigrams) with specific values in ways that
can then be aggregated to predict sentence-level values using an easily explained process.
In this way, we produce a values dictionary that can be used as a basis for qualitative
analysis of the ways in which language is used to express specific values.
To do this, we draw on an optimization method known as simulated annealing [14].
Simulated annealing has previously been applied to parsing [18] and to word sense disambiguation (WSD) [6] in natural language processing. Our application of simulated annealing is similar to that which has been applied for WSD, since we can view values as being in
some way parallel (computationally) to sense labels. Many implementation details differ,
however, since in our task we must infer the association between words and values from
annotated associations between values and entire sentences.
When social scientists perform qualitative analysis, it is much easier to interpret relationships between values and sentences if the values of the sentence deterministically
depend on just the occurrences of specific words (word sequences) in that sentence. Therefore, we will propose a new method for extracting values dictionary that is applicable to
automatic values estimation for unseen sentences and demonstrate the dictionary is applicable for qualitative analysis.

3 Test Collection
The section briefly describes the test collection that we use in this paper. The test collection is available at http://nlp.inf.kyushu-u.ac.jp/values.html. This collection was originally
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Figure 1: Example sentences from the Net Neutrality test collection.
value
freedom
honor
innovation
justice, s-order
freedom, wealth
freedom, justice

sentence
We must ensure that local franchise requirements are not a barrier to competition.
American content companies like Amazon.com are world leaders today.
We also welcome broadband network operators’ innovations within the network.
The process of enforcement could undermine basic Constitutional protections as well.
And we all depend on choice and competition to deliver these services at the lowest
possible price and at the best possible quality.
We must ensure that consumers have unfettered access to all internet content free from
discrimination.

developed by Cheng [5]. It includes 102 written prepared statements from public hearings
held by the U.S. Congress and Federal Communications Commission (FCC) on net neutrality. The sentences annotated with zero or more of six human values: freedom, honor,
innovation, justice, social order, and wealth. These human values were selected by Cheng
from the meta-inventory of human values based on their prevalence in the collection and the
reliably with which they could be coded [3]. The test collection contains 8,660 sentences
from 102 complete documents, and all of the words have been stemmed using the Porter
stemmer. The average sentence length in the collection is 10.3 word stems.

4 Method
Our proposed method is inspired by a Monte Carlo algorithm [17], which is more general
than popular MCMC (Markov Chain Monte Carlo) algorithms such as Metropolis-Hastings
or Gibbs sampling. We adopt a bit pattern representation for multiple human values. Then
we apply a simulated annealing method [14] to associate an (approximately) optimal set
of human values to specific word stem unigrams and bigrams. Our proposed algorithm
optimizes the values assignment to maximize the F1 measure, which is the harmonic mean
of precision and recall.

4.1 Preparation and Notation
A sentence w is a sequence of N word stems denoted by w = ( w1 , w2 , . . . , wn , . . . , wN ),
where wn is the n-th word stem in the sequence. The sentence w has sentence-level values
v, where v ∈ {0, 1}6 = {000000, 000001, . . . , 111111}. Each bit in the sequence represents
one of the six values; in order, they represent freedom, honor, innovation, justice, social
order, and wealth, respectively. The bit sequence 000000 corresponds to a sentence that is
not annotated with any human values.
The human values for a word stem (unigram) w are denoted by v(w) and the human
values for a word stem w2 under the influence of its previous word w1, (i.e., the values for a
word stem bigram (w1 w2)) are denoted by v(w2; w1). The values dictionary that we are
constructing is a collection of v(w) and v(w2; w1) for all word stems and word stem
bigrams. We restrict v(w) and v(w2; w1) to be an element in χ , where χ =
{000000, 000001, 000010, 000011, 000100, · · · , 110000} is the set of all bit vectors that
have at most two non-zero values. The cardinality of χ is 22. Restricting the number of
values with which a word can be associated limits sparsity. Whether an at-most-two model
is a good choice is an empirical question. In preliminary experiments, the model with
less restrictive constraints (at-most-three) showed no further improvement.
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The sentence-level values depend on values assigned to each word stem (which we call
word-level values). The word-level values of wn are either v(wn) or (if it exists) v(wn; wn−1).
We give preference to the values v(wn ; wn−1 ), preferring assignments that are informed by
more evidence. Thus we define the word-level values as follows:
{
v(wn ; wn−1 ) ; v(wn ; wn−1 ) ̸= 000000
xn =
v(wn )
; v(wn ; wn−1 ) = 000000. (1)
The sentence-level values for a sentence w is then calculated as follows:
x1 ⊕ x2 ⊕ · · · ⊕ xN ,

(2)

where the symbol ⊕ is a logical bitwise OR operator.
We can treat the values dictionary construction, that is, the calculations of v(w) and
v(w2 ; w1 ) for all words and word bigrams, as a combinatorial optimization problem for text
annotated with sentence-level values. The objective function that we seek to optimize is the
average (over all six values) of the F1 measure of the resulting estimate of sentence-level
values that results from equation (2). Exact optimization is impractical because there are
22 values for both v(w) and v(w2 ; w1 ) and the number of distinct word stems numbers in
the thousands. Therefore, we find an approximate solution by a probabilistic search. Based
on a preliminary manual analysis of our test collection, we make the following reasonable assumptions about the relationship between words and values to guide the selection of
metar-parameters:
(a) Most words are not associated with any values, so only a few words will serve as
values indicators.
(b) The values associated with most two-word sequences can be modeled compositionally based on the values associated with each word in the sequence.
From assumption (a), any given word w is unlikely to be associated with any values.
On the other hand, if word w2 is associated with value k, then any sentence in which word
w2 occurs must express value k unless the word sequence w1 w2 is associated only with
values other than k. However, assumption (b) tells us that such exceptions will be rare, and
thus that most sentences that include word w will express value k whenever the word w is
associated with value k. Therefore, we can assume that the word w is likely to have a value
k if many of sentences in the training part of the collection that contain w are annotated with
value k. Thus we limit the search space of possible values for v(w), as follows:
{
0 or 1 ; ns(w,k)
ns(w) ≥ α , and ns(w) ≥ FW
[v(w)]k =
0
; otherwise,
(3)
where [b]k represents the k-th bit in bit sequence b. The variable ns(w) is the number of
training sentences in which the word w occurs, and ns(w, k) is the number of training sentences in which word w occurs that are annotated with value k. The meta-parameter α is the
minimum ratio and the meta-parameter FW is the minimum number of sentences to make
the observed counts sufficiently reliable. Maximizing bitwise to compute the maxV (w)
needed for our simulated annealing algorithm yields:
{
1 ; ns(w,k)
ns(w) ≥ α , and ns(w) ≥ FW
[maxV (w)]k =
0 ; otherwise.
(4)
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Similarly, word w2 is less likely to have any values if the influence of the previous word
w1 is taken into account. If word w2 has value k under the influence of the previous word
w1, all sentences in which the word sequence w1w2 occur have the value k. We do not
assume this always holds due to noise from the context, thus we limit the possible values
for v(w2 ; w1 ) as follows.
{
1 ,w2 ,k)
0 or 1 ; ns(w
ns(w1 ,w2 ) ≥ α , and ns(w1 , w2 ) ≥ FWW
[v(w2 ; w1 )]k =
0
; otherwise,
(5)
where ns(w1 , w2 ) is the number of sentences in which the bigram w1 w2 occurs, and ns(w1 , w2 , k)
is the number of sentences in the training collection in which the bigram w1 w2 occurs that
are annotated value k. The meta-parameter FWW is the minimum number of sentences to
make the observed bigram counts sufficiently reliable. Maximizing bitwise to compute the
maxV (w2 ; w1 ) needed for our simulated annealing algorithm yields:
{
1 ,w2 ,k)
1 ; ns(w
≥ α , and ns(w2 ; w1 ) ≥ FFW
ns(w
1 ,w2 )
[maxV (w2 ; w1 )]k =
0 ; otherwise.
(6)

4.2 The Algorithm
In this section, we describe the algorithm for constructing a values dictionary and the use
of that values dictionary to estimate sentence-level values on previously unseen sentences.

4.2.1

Values dictionary construction

Our proposed algorithm for extracting human values is described in Figure 2. First, this algorithm starts from a reasonable assignment (the values we see most often with each word
stem unigram or bigram in the annotated training sentences), maxV (w) and maxV (w2 ; w1 ),
at line (1). Then the algorithm iteratively tries small variations on the values assignments
until some large number of iterations have been performed (beyond which no further improvement of F1 would be expected) in lines (2) to (18).
Each perturbation seeking more optimal values assignments in the search space for each
bigram w1 w2 is done using a small probability at line (6). The same is done for each unigram
w at line (16). The assignment stored in v(w) or v(w2 ; w1 ) is denoted by the status C. The
new assignment (the status C′ ) is selected by modifying only one bit for a bigram from the
previous assignment by the function gen new status described in Figure 3 , which is called
at line (8). The new assignment is within a neighborhood of the previous assignment by the
proximate optimality property. The closed test at (7) and (9) means that calculation of F1 is
done only for training data, by estimating based on all v(w2 ; w1 ) using formula (2), only for
bigrams. At line (16), this estimation is done with all v(w) for unigrams. The improvement
rate ∆E between the F1 for the current status C and the F1 for the new status C′ is calculated
at line (10).
If the F1 for C′ is improved at line (11), the new assignment for v(w2; w1) (or later for
v(w)) is always adopted. When F1 for C′ is not improved, the new assignment can still be
adopted, but in that case only with some small probability, and only if the number of values
is decremented (as specified at line (15)). As line (17) specifies, the chance of modification
when F1 is not improved gradually becomes smaller. After terminating this algorithm, the
values assignments stored in v(w) and v(w2; w1) (for unigrams and bigrams with one or
more values) are extracted as the entries of the values dictionary.
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4.2.2 Estimation of sentence-level values
Once the entries for values dictionary are extracted, estimation of sentence-level values for
unseen sentences in new documents is quite simple. For each word or two-word sequence
in a sentence, the word (sequence) is assigned the value(s) specified in the values dictionary. When both a word and a two-word sequence ending in that word match dictionary
entries, the values assignment is calculated using equation (1). After the word-level values
assignment process is finished, the sentence-level values are calculated using equation (2).
This sentence-level values estimation is deterministic; therefore, it is easily explained and
readily traceable.

Figure 2: Algorithm for values dictionary construction using Simulated Annealing
(1) Calculate the maximum possible values maxV (w)and maxV (w2 ; w1 ) for all words.
(2) TC ← 1.0.
(3) repeat
(4) foreach bigram (w1 , w2 ), apply the following
(5)
Generate a uniform random number r1 .
(6)
if ( r1 < smallProb (= 0.001) ) {
(7)
oldF1 ← closed test for the current status C.
(8)
C′ ← gen new status(w2 ; w1 ).
(9)
newF1 ← closed test for a new status C′ .
(10)
∆E ← 1/(1 + newF1 ) − 1/(1 + oldF1 ).
(11)
if (∆E < 0) Set the status C as C′ . // newF1 is higher than oldF1
(12)
else {
(13)
Generate a uniform random number r2 .
(14)
if ( r2 < exp(−∆E/TC))
(15)
Set the status C′ to C if the number of values in C′ is fewer than one in C.}}
(16) foreach unigram w, apply the same as (5)-(15).
(17) TC ← TC × 0.999.
(18) until loop-counter reaches NIT ER (=100,000)

Figure 3: A function to generate a new status of values assignment
gen new status(w2; w1):
(1) Select whether to increase or to decrease the number of the values
for the word with equal probability (i.e. probability is 0.5, respectively).
(2) In increment,
choose a k where the [maxV (w2 ; w1 )]k is 1 and [v(w2 ; w1 )]k is 0 in equal probability,
then set [v(w2 ; w1 )]k to 1.
(3) In decrement, choose the a k where [v(w2 ; w1 )]k is 1 in equal probability,
then set [v(w2; w1)]k to 0.
Note that the number of values assigned for a word must be less than or equal to 2. The values dictionary is a
global variable. When this function is applied to a unigram instead of a bigram, read (w2 ; w1 ) as w.
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Table 1: Classifier effectiveness measures.
Value
wealth
s-order
justice
freedom
innov.
honor
average

SVM
0.7859
0.8235
0.7275
0.7461
0.8139
0.4324
0.7730

Precision
LVM
0.7908
0.7803
0.7823
0.7911
0.7898
0.5085
0.7849

SA
0.7135
0.7149
0.6527
0.7211
0.7336
0.4643
0.7052

SVM
0.6977
0.7587
0.5558
0.6654
0.5629
0.2019
0.6510

Recall
LVM
0.7402
0.8174
0.5483
0.6729
0.5756
0.0946
0.6737

SA
0.8048
0.8554
0.5977
0.7151
0.5923
0.0410
0.7177

SVM
0.7392
0.7898
0.6302
0.7035
0.6655
0.2753
0.7068

F1
LVM
0.7646
0.7984
0.6447
0.7272
0.6659
0.1596
0.7251

SA
0.7564
0.7788
0.6240
0.7181
0.6554
0.0754
0.7114

5 Classification Accuracy
In this section, we demonstrate that our approach can be used to produce classifier results
that are competitive with those achieved by state of the art techniques.

5.1 Experiment Design
We use 102-fold document-scale cross-validation. 102-fold cross-validation seeks to model
the case in which some set of 101 documents have been annotated as training data and we
are interested in the degree to which the machine can automatically code all future documents. To select the meta-parameters for each fold, we use 100 documents for development
training and one pseudo held-out document for development testing. We perform a parameter sweep by training on all sentences in the development training set and then testing on
all sentences in the one development testing document to select the meta-parameter α that
yield the best F1 , sweeping the meta-parameters α across 0.5, 0.55, and 0.6; FW across 4,
5, 6; and FWW across 8, 9, 10. These ranges were determined from preliminary experiments. Once the parameter choices are made for a particular fold, training is conducted on
the full 101-document training set using the best α , and the resulting model is then used to
classify the sentences in the single-document test set. As baselines, we report a SVM with a
second-degree polynomial kernel with unigram features and LVM (Latent “Value” Model),
both of which are described by Takayama et al. [22].

5.2 Results
Table 1 shows three measures of classifier effectiveness for our proposed method SA (Simulated Annealing) method, and for the SVM and LVM baselines. We can see that our proposed SA method generally yields F1 results comparable to those of the baselines, slightly
below those of LVM and slightly above those of SVM. The exception is honor, on which
every classifier does poorly (almost certainly because there are too few training examples).
Notably, the precision achieved by LVM is typically higher than that of SA, while the re-call
of SA is typically higher than that of either SVM or LVM. We would intuitively expect
higher recall to be most useful to researchers who are performing qualitative analysis because people arguably would find it easier to ignore false positives in a small population
than to detect false negatives in a large population.
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6 Content Analysis
Strong classification accuracy results serve to indicate that the values dictionary that we
have created reflects the ways in which people use language to express values to a useful
degree. Our ultimate goal in creating a values dictionary is to expose to social scientists the
inner workings of our system in a way that allows them to draw useful insights. For this,
we must look further into the nature of our values dictionary, and to what can be learned by
using that dictionary. In this section, we first provide descriptive statistics for the resulting
values dictionary, and then we follow that with the results of a content analysis of bigrams.
The content of the values dictionary depends on the training set, so the resulting dictionary entries could be different for each fold in the experiment described above. For our
subsequent analysis we therefore merge all resulting dictionary entries using a bitwise OR
operation. Although we limit the dictionary entries for each fold to at most two human
values for any unigram or bigram, this merging process can sometimes generate values
dictionary entries that generate more than two values.
The number of word stem unigrams in the resulting values dictionary (i.e., the number
of stems that are associated with one or more values) is 461. Of these, 428 are associated
with a single value, and 33 are associated with two (or more) values. The number of word
stem bigrams in the values dictionary is 360, 284 associated with a single value and 76
associated with two or more values. As is common in text processing, the actual use of these
entries decays quickly, with only a small handful of the unigrams and bigrams accounting
for the vast majority of the value assignments. Rather reassuringly, we found that the names
Cheng [5] had given to specific values were themselves included as terms associated with
those values in two cases: “innov(ation)” and “freedom.”
We have previously reported results for a thematic analysis of word stem unigrams in
Fleischmann et al. [9], and here we extend that work with a content analysis of the word
stem bigrams in our values dictionary using closed-coding content analysis [15] based on
the set of categories that were those identified in [9]. Two authors of this paper, each experienced social scientists, examined each bigram that was associated with a specific value.
The category set includes “other” and “unrelated” categories were also noted for singleton
(in [9]) or infelicitous associations, respectively. The categories into which bigrams were
coded are shown in Table 3.
Krippendorff’s α [15] is a way to chance-correct agreement, characterizing how much
the agreement between coders differs from what would be estimated to result simply from
chance. Of the 23 categories resulting from the thematic analysis in [9], 20 categories (84%)
yielded enough data to analyze agreement. Using the cutoffs proposed by Krippendorff
[15], strong agreement (≥ 0.8) was achieved for 7 categories (30%), and at least tentative
agreement (≥ 0.67) was reached for a total of 13 categories (57%). Unsurprisingly, we were
not able to achieve good agreement on the ill-defined “other” and “unrelated” categories.
These results serve to illustrate one of the ways in which the type of explainable associations
between language use and human values that our new method has learned can be used in
social science research.

7 Conclusion
Our method, which is based on simulated annealing, has obtained classification accuracy
(F1) scores comparable to those of the strong baselines (specifically, SVM and LVM). Fur-
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Table 2: Themes and Krippendorff’s α for bigrams for each of the five values.
wealth
social order
justice
freedom
Theme
α
Theme
α
Theme
α
Theme
unrelated
.49
unrelated
.54
unrelated
.20
unrelated
other
.28
other
.55
other
.44
other
riches
.85
public sctr .82
fairness
.72
choice
poverty
.00
private sctr .47
unfairness .64
restriction
buyer
.76
censorship .67
centr
seller
-.07
openness
.54
decentr
public sctr
.80
private sctr
private sctr
.32
public sctr
*: Krippendorff’s α is undefined for this variable due to invariant values.
sctr: sector, centr: centralization, decentr: decentralization

α
.37
.44
.73
.93
*
*
.69
.75

innovation
Theme
α
unrelated
*
other
-.02
innovator
*
technology
.90
creativity
.81
evolution
1.00
entrepreneur
.59

ther, we have demonstrated that a values dictionary constructed using our proposed method
can be used as a basis for thematic analysis, a research method commonly used in the social
sciences [2]. So far, we have only confirmed that our proposed method works well on a
single collection, so in future work we plan to apply our method to other collections, on
other topics, that have been annotated for human values.
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